3 February
Thomas Tauris, AIAS-COFUND Fellow
Magical Laboratories in Space: Extreme Physics with Compact Objects

5 February
All AIAS Fellows
Joint Research Presentations: Extended Fellows’ Seminar

17 February
Lisa Wu, AIAS-COFUND Fellow
Toward managing cancer symptoms. Investigating circadian rhythms and light exposure in cancer patients

2 March
Hale Güney, AIAS-COFUND Fellow
How much did they produce? Production pattern of central Anatolian cities during the Roman period

16 March
Joanna Kalucka, AIAS-COFUND Fellow
Understanding the blood vessels one cell at a time

30 March
Bogdan C. Iacob, AIAS-COFUND Fellow
An Alternative Europe? Global Spaces and Balkan Imaginations during the Cold War

20 April
Sandra Eckert, AIAS-COFUND Fellow
Power, Business, Regulation. Analysing the Single European Market

4 May
Jens Leipziger, AIAS JCS Fellow
Cystic Fibrosis – and hidden jewels in the urine

18 May
Ton Otto, AIAS JCS Fellow
Navigating the present: An anthropological study of human agency and temporality.

8 June
Christian Bendixen, AIAS JCS Fellow
Epigenetics of ALS: Epigenetic signatures of Amyloid Lateral Sclerosis